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Now in its second edition, Multimedia Storytelling for Digital Communicators in a Multiplatform World is
a trusted guide for all students who need to master visual communication through multiple media and
platforms. Incorporating how-to’s on everything from website and social media optimization to
screenwriting, this textbook provides readers with the tools for successfully merging new multimedia
technology with very old and deep-rooted storytelling concepts. Topics covered include: how to
understand conflict, characters, and plot development; conducting successful interviews; editing video
in post-production; and sourcing royalty-free music and sound effects. The book also includes a range of
supplemental material, including exercises for each chapter, interviews with seasoned professionals, key
terms, and review questions. New to this edition are thoroughly updated chapters on social media
storytelling, visual storytelling with mobile devices, and post-production techniques, to reflect
current industry trends. This book is a key resource for students learning to think and create visually
in fields across broadcast and digital journalism, film, photography, advertising, and public relations.
The Theological Implications of Digital Culture This informed theology of communication and media
analyzes how we consume new media and technologies and discusses the impact on our social and religious
lives. Combining expertise in religion online, theology, and technology, the authors synthesize
scholarly work on religion and the internet for a nonspecialist audience. They show that both media
studies and theology offer important resources for helping Christians engage in a thoughtful and faithbased critical evaluation of the effect of new media technologies on society, our lives, and the church.
In this volume, contributors consider the ways that Jewish communities and users of new media negotiate
their uses of digital technologies in light of issues related to religious identity, community and
authority. Digital Judaism presents a broad analysis of how and why various Jewish groups negotiate with
digital culture in particular ways, situating such observations within a wider discourse of how Jewish
groups throughout history have utilized communication technologies to maintain their Jewish identities
across time and space. Chapters address issues related to the negotiation of authority between online
users and offline religious leaders and institutions not only within ultra-Orthodox communities, but
also within the broader Jewish religious culture, taking into account how Jewish engagement with media
in Israel and the diaspora raises a number of important issues related to Jewish community and identity.
Featuring recent scholarship by leading and emerging scholars of Judaism and media, Digital Judaism is
an invaluable resource for researchers in new media, religion and digital culture.
Critiquing the mass media, and the role those media play in our lives, requires a critical eye. Media in
Society gives students in upper level media courses a unique narrative-based approach to media
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criticism, exploring the stories media tell—as well as the stories we tell about the media when we
describe how it affects us. Organized thematically, Media in Society examines topics like narrative
genre, entertainment culture, news, politics, and economics, emphasizing both the pleasures and pitfalls
of the media narratives that surround us. Written by an esteemed team of media scholars, specifically
for media students, this compact and affordable text makes a great backbone or addition to a media and
society course.
The Routledge Handbook to the Culture and Media of the Americas
We the People
Networked Theology (Engaging Culture)
Digital Creatives and the Rethinking of Religious Authority
An Introduction to Mass Communication
Media & Culture
The rise of digital media has been widely regarded as transforming the nature of our social experience in the twenty-first century.
The speed with which new forms of connectivity and communication are being incorporated into our everyday lives often gives us
little time to stop and consider the social implications of those practices. Nonetheless, it is critically important that we do so, and
this sociological introduction to the field of digital technologies is intended to enable a deeper understanding of their prominent
role in everyday life. The fundamental theoretical and ethical debates on the sociology of the digital media are presented in
accessible summaries, ranging from economy and technology to criminology and sexuality. Key theoretical paradigms are
explored through a broad range of contemporary social phenomena – from social networking and virtual lives to the rise of
cybercrime and identity theft, from the utopian ideals of virtual democracy to the Orwellian nightmare of the surveillance society,
from the free software movement to the implications of online shopping. As an entry-level pathway for students in sociology,
media, communications and cultural studies, the aim of this work is to situate the rise of digital media within the context of a
complex and rapidly changing world.
Emphasizing the relevance of politics and government in everyday life, We the People provides tools to help students think
critically about American government and politics. The Sixth Edition has been carefully updated to reflect most recent
developments, including the ongoing conflict in Iraq and the 2006 midterm elections. Complemented by a rich package of
multimedia tools for instructors and students, including a new video-clip DVD, We the People is now more pedagogically effective
than ever.
David Bell and Kate Oakley survey the major debates emerging in cultural policy research, adopting an approach based on spatial
scale to explore cultural policy in cities, nations and internationally. They contextualise these discussions with an exploration of
what both ‘culture’ and ‘policy’ mean when they are joined together as cultural policy. Drawing on topical examples and
contemporary research, as well as their own experience in both academia and in consultancy, Bell and Oakley urge readers to think
critically about the project of cultural policy as it is currently being played out around the world. Cultural Policy is a comprehensive
and readable book that provides a lively, up-to-date overview of key debates in cultural policy, making it ideal for students of media
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and cultural studies, creative and cultural industries, and arts management.
An intellectual dissection of the modern media to show how an underlying economics of publishing warps the news.
An Introduction to American Culture
Media and Culture Update
Grassroots Journalism By the People, For the People
Digital Religion
Manufacturing Consent
Understanding Religious Practice in Digital Media

Drawing on literature, art, film theatre, music and much more, American Cultural Studies is an
interdisciplinary introduction to American culture for those taking American Studies. This textbook: *
introduces the full range and variety of American culture including issues of race, gender and youth *
provides a truly interdisciplinary methodology * suggests and discusses a variety of approaches to study
* highlights American distinctiveness * draws on literature, art, film, theatre, architecture, music and
more * challenges orthodox paradigms of American Studies. This is a fast-expanding subject area, and
Campbell and Kean's book will certainly be a staple part of any cultural studies student's reading diet.
This offers a detailed and long-awaited reassessment of one of the most maligned periods in American
journalism-the era of the yellow press. The study challenges and dismantles several prominent myths
about the genre, finding that the yellow press did not foment-could not have fomented-the SpanishAmerican War in 1898, contrary to the arguments of many media historians. The study presents
extensive evidence showing that the famous exchange of telegrams between the artist Frederic
Remington and newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst-in which Hearst is said to have vowed to
"furnish the war" with Spain-almost certainly never took place. The study also presents the results of a
systematic content analysis of seven leading U. S. newspapers at 10 year intervals throughout the 20th
century and finds that some distinguishing features of the yellow press live on in American journalism.
This book offers a critical and systematic survey of the study of religion and digital media. It covers
religious engagement with a wide range of digital media forms and highlights examples of new media
engagement in all five of the major world religions. From mobile apps and video games to virtual reality
and social media, the book: • provides a detailed review of major topics including ritual, identity,
community, authority, and embodiment; • includes a series of engaging case studies to illustrate and
elucidate the thematic explorations; • considers the theoretical, ethical, and theological issues raised.
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This unique volume draws together the work of experts from key disciplinary perspectives and is the goto volume for students and scholars wanting to develop a deeper understanding of the subject area.
Thoroughly updated throughout with new case studies and in-depth analysis of recent scholarship and
developments, this new edition provides a comprehensive overview of this fast-paced, constantly
developing, and fascinating field.
Live broadband streaming of the 2008 Beijing Olympics accounted for 2,200 of the estimated 3,600 total
hours shown by the American NBC-Universal networks. At the 2012 London Olympics, unprecedented
multi-platforming embraced online, mobile devices, game consoles and broadcast television, with the
BBC providing 2,500 hours of live coverage, including every competitive event, much in high definition
and some in 3D. The BBC also had 12 million requests for video on mobile phones and 9.2 million
browsers on its mobile Olympics website and app. This pattern will only intensify at future sport mega
events like the 2014 FIFA World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympics, both of which will take place in Brazil.
Increasingly, when people talk of the screen that delivers footage of their favorite professional sport,
they are describing desktop, laptop, and tablet computer screens as well as television and mobile
handsets. Digital Media Sport analyzes the intersecting issues of technological change, market power,
and cultural practices that shape the contemporary global sports media landscape. The complexity of
these related issues demands an interdisciplinary approach that is adopted here in a series of
thematically-organized essays by international scholars working in media studies, Internet studies,
sociology, cultural studies, and sport studies. .
Youth Creative Work, Communities of Care
An Introduction to Mass Communication by Campbell, Richard
Media of Mass Communication
The Extensions of Man
Media Portraits of Diversity
When first published, Marshall McLuhan's Understanding Media made history with its radical view
of the effects of electronic communications upon man and life in the twentieth century.
It's no secret today's media landscape is evolving at a fast and furious pace — and students
are experiencing these developments firsthand. While students are familiar with and may be
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using the latest products and newest formats, they may not understand how the media has evolved
to this point or what all these changes mean. This is where Media and Culture steps in. The
eighth edition pulls back the curtain and shows students how the media really works, giving
students the deeper insight and context they need to become informed media critics.
Much speculation was raised in the 1990s, during the first decade of internet research, about
the extent to which online platforms and digital culture might challenge traditional
understandings of authority, especially in religious contexts. Digital Creatives and the
Rethinking of Religious Authority explores the ways in which religiously-inspired digital media
experts and influencers online challenge established religious leaders and those who seek to
maintain institutional structures in a world where online and offline religious spaces are
increasingly intertwined. In the twenty-first century, the question of how digital culture may
be reshaping notions of whom or what constitutes authority is incredibly important. Questions
asked include: Who truly holds religious power and influence in an age of digital media? Is it
recognized religious leaders and institutions? Or religious digital innovators? Or digital
media users? What sources, processes and/or structures can and should be considered
authoritative online, and offline? Who or what is really in control of religious technological
innovation? This book reflects on how digital media simultaneously challenges and empowers new
and traditional forms of religious authority. It is a gripping read for those with an interest
in communication, culture studies, media studies, religion/religious studies, sociology of
religion, computer-mediated communication, and internet/digital culture studies.
A concise and affordable resource for the mass communication course, Media Essentials provides
a flexible, informative, and relevant breakdown of what the media is, how it works, and how it
impacts today's most talked-about subjects. From #metoo to content streaming to social media
and politics, students learn how a wide variety of recent developments have impacted the massmedia landscape--and how past innovation and change have informed our current media world.
Media Essentials is available with LaunchPad, a robust online platform designed to help
students fully engage with course content--and with the world of mass media. From our acclaimed
LearningCurve adaptive quizzing, which helps students learn and retain concepts, to compelling
features like an interactive e-book and a variety of entertaining and thought-provoking video
clips, LaunchPad gets students connected with--and interested in--the information they need to
succeed in class.
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The Routledge Companion to Migration, Communication, and Politics
We the Media
The Political Economy of the Mass Media
An Introduction to American Politics
News and Sexuality
Jewish Negotiations with Digital Media and Culture

Not content to accept the news as reported, grassroots journalists are publishing in real
time to a worldwide audience via the Internet. The impact of their work is just beginning
to be felt by professional journalists and the newsmakers they cover. Dan Gillmor tells
the story of this phenomenon.
The Handbook of Internet Studies brings together scholars from a variety of fields to
explore the profound shift that has occurred in how we communicate and experience our
world as we have moved from the industrial era into the age of digital media. Presents a
wide range of original essays by established scholars in everything from online ethics to
ways in which indigenous peoples now use the Internet Looks at the role of the internet
in modern societies, and the continuing development of internet studies as an academic
field Explores Internet studies through history, society, culture, and the future of
online media Provides introductory frameworks to ground and orientate the student, while
also providing more experienced scholars with a convenient and comprehensive overview of
the latest trends and critical directions in the many areas of Internet research
Exploring the culture and media of the Americas, this handbook places particular emphasis
on collective and intertwined experiences and focuses on the transnational or hemispheric
dimensions of cultural flows and geocultural imaginaries that shape the literature, arts,
media and other cultural expressions in the Americas. The Routledge Handbook to the
Culture and Media of the Americas charts the pervasive, asymmetrical flows of cultural
products and capital and their importance in the development of the Americas. The volume
offers a comprehensive understanding of how inter-American communication is constituted,
framed and structured, and covers the artistic and political dimensions that have shaped
literature, art and popular culture in the region. Forty-six chapters cover a range of
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inter-American key concepts and dynamics, divided into two parts: Literature and Music
deals with inter-American entanglements of artistic expressions in the Western
Hemisphere, including music, dance, literary genres and developments. Media and Visual
Cultures explores the inter-American dimension of media production in the hemisphere,
including cinema and television, photography and art, journalism, radio, digital culture
and issues such as freedom of expression and intellectual property. This
multidisciplinary approach will be of interest to a broad array of academic scholars and
students in history, sociology, political science; and cultural, postcolonial, gender,
literary, globalization and media studies.
While we all use digital technology daily many of us don’t realize how text, audio, and
visual media converge together to enhance our everyday experiences. The tenth edition of
Media & Culture: Mass Communication in a Digital Age enriches students' understanding of
these experiences by focusing on what the constant changes mean to their everyday lives.
Since the publication of the tenth edition, we've seen even more changes: revisions in
net neutrality laws, shifts in viewing habits, new forms of online activism, and the
kickoff of a new, media-saturated presidential race. The new 2016 update of Media &
Culture covers these issues, alongside new infographics, photos, cross-reference pages,
and a digital jobs feature. Media & Culture brings together industry expertise, media
history, and current trends for an exhilarating look at the media right now.
Multimedia Storytelling for Digital Communicators in a Multiplatform World
Technology, Power and Culture in the Network Society
Media Essentials
Pearson New International Edition
An Introduction
Digital Judaism
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes
and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8
Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13
Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I
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-- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z
'Business Strategy: an introduction' is an accessible textbook that provides a straightforward guide for those with little or no
knowledge of the subject. It presents complex issues and concepts in a clear and compact manner, so that readers gain a clear
understanding of the topics addressed. The following features are included: * A comprehensive introduction to the subjects of
business strategy and strategic management * Complex issues explained in a straightforward way for students new to this topic *
Student friendly learning features throughout * Case studies of varying lengths with questions included for assignment and
seminar work * A discussion of both traditional theory and the most recent research in the field This second edition features new
and updated case studies as well as more depth having been added to the material in the book. New chapters on business ethics,
types and levels of strategy, and how to use case studies have been incorporated. A range of pedagogical features such as
learning objectives, review and discussion questions, chapter summaries and further reading are included in the text resulting in it
being a user-friendly, definitive guide for those new to the subject. A web-based Tutor Resource Site accompanies the book.
The Year that Defined American Journalism explores the succession of remarkable and decisive moments in American journalism
during 1897 – a year of significant transition that helped redefine the profession and shape its modern contours. This defining year
featured a momentous clash of paradigms pitting the activism of William Randolph Hearst's participatory 'journalism of action'
against the detached, fact-based antithesis of activist journalism, as represented by Adolph Ochs of the New York Times, and an
eccentric experiment in literary journalism pursued by Lincoln Steffens at the New York Commercial-Advertiser. Resolution of the
three-sided clash of paradigms would take years and result ultimately in the ascendancy of the Times' counter-activist model,
which remains the defining standard for mainstream American journalism. The Year That Defined American Journalism introduces
the year-study methodology to mass communications research and enriches our understanding of a pivotal moment in media
history.
With his insightful and wide-ranging theory of recognition, AxelHonneth has decisively reshaped the Frankfurt School tradition
ofcritical social theory. Combining insights from philosophy,sociology, psychology, history, political economy, and culturalcritique,
Honneth’s work proposes nothing less than anaccount of the moral infrastructure of human sociality and itsrelation to the perils
and promise of contemporary sociallife. This book provides an accessible overview of Honneth’s maincontributions across a
variety of fields, assessing the strengthsand weaknesses of his thought. Christopher Zurn clearly explainsHonneth’s multi-faceted
theory of recognition and itsrelation to diverse topics: individual identity, morality, activistmovements, progress, social pathologies,
capitalism, justice,freedom, and critique. In so doing, he places Honneth’stheory in a broad intellectual context, encompassing
classic socialtheorists such as Kant, Hegel, Marx, Freud, Dewey, Adorno andHabermas, as well as contemporary trends in social
theory andpolitical philosophy. Treating the full range of Honneth’scorpus, including his major new work on social freedom
anddemocratic ethical life, this book is the most up-to-date guideavailable. Axel Honneth will be invaluable to students and
scholarsworking across the humanities and social sciences, as well asanyone seeking a clear guide to the work of one of the
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mostinfluential theorists writing today.
Axel Honneth
American Cultural Studies
How Media Attract and Affect Youth
Media in Society
Business Strategy
When Religion Meets New Media
This book documents the rise in youth creativity, entrepreneurship, and collective strategies to
address systemic barriers and discrimination in the creative industries and create an expanded,
more diverse, inclusive, equitable, and caring field. Although the difficulties of entering and
making a living in the creative industries—a field which can often perpetuate dominant patterns
of social exclusion and economic inequality—are well documented, there is still an absence of
guidance on how young creatives can navigate this environment. Foregrounding an intersectional
approach, Reimagining the Creative Industries responds to this gap by documenting the work of
contemporary youth collectives and organizations that are responding to these systemic barriers
and related challenges by creating more caring and community-oriented alternatives. Mobilizing a
care ethics framework, Miranda Campbell underscores forms of care that highlight relationality,
recognize structural barriers, and propose new visions for the creative industries. This book
posits a future where creativity, collaboration, and community are possible through increased
avenues for co-creation, teaching and learning, and community engagement. Anyone interested in
thinking critically about the creative industries, youth culture, community work, and creative
employment will be drawn to Campbell's incisive work.
This collection of classic essays focuses on the theoretical frameworks that informed the work
of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, the
methodologies and working practices that the Centre developed for conducting academic research
and examples of the studies carried out under the auspices of the Centre. This volume is split
into seven thematic sections that are introduced by key academics working in the field of
cultural studies, and includes a preface by eminent scholar, Stuart Hall. The thematic sections
are: Literature and Society Popular Culture and Youth Subculture Media Women's Studies and
Feminism Race History Education and Work.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
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are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for your
textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook Specific.
Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780521673761
This anthology - the first of its kind in eight years - collects some of the best and most
current research and reflection on the complex interactions between religion and computermediated communication (CMC). The contributions cohere around the central question: how will
core religious understandings of identity, community and authority shape and be (re)shaped by
the communicative possibilities of Web 2.0? The authors gathered here address these questions in
three distinct ways: through contemporary empirical research on how diverse traditions across
the globe seek to take up the technologies and affordances of contemporary CMC; through
investigations that place these contemporary developments in larger historical and theological
contexts; and through careful reflection on the theoretical dimensions of research on religion
and CMC. In their introductory and concluding essays, the editors uncover and articulate the
larger intersections and patterns suggested by individual chapters, including trajectories for
future research.
Loose-leaf Version for Media & Culture with 2016 Update
Digital Media Sport
Media and Culture with 2013 Update
Puncturing the Myths, Defining the Legacies
Media & Culture, Update
Cultural Policy
News and Sexuality: Media Portraits of Diversity is a practical teaching tool that addresses complex
and often controversial issues in an engaging and accessible manner for journalism students. Edited by
Laura Castañeda and Shannon B. Campbell, this volume contains original material written for this text
that equips students with the general knowledge of sexual diversity needed by today's journalists. This
comprehensive text includes the history of media coverage of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and
intersex issues and covers important contemporary topics in the news that range from cross-dressing to
AIDS to same-sex marriage.
The Routledge Companion to Migration, Communication and Politics brings together academics from
numerous disciplines to show the legal, political, communicative, theoretical, methodological, and
media implications of migration. The collection makes the compelling case that migration does not occur
in a vacuum; rather, it is driven by and reacts to various factors, including the political, economic,
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and cultural worlds in which individuals live. The 25 chapters reveal the complex nature of migration
from various angles, not only looking at how policy affects migrants but also how individuals and
marginalized groups are impacted by such acts. In Part I contributors examine migration law, debating
the role of the state in managing migration flows and investigating existing migration policy. Part II
offers theories and methods that integrate communication studies, political science, and law into the
study of migration, including cultural fusion theory and Gebserian theory. Part III looks at how
contemporary perceptions of migration and migrants intersect with media representations across media
outlets worldwide. Finally, Part IV offers case studies that present the intricacies of migration
within different cultural, national, and political groups. Migration is the key political, economic,
and cultural issue of our time and this companion takes the next step in the debate; namely, the
effects of the how, in addition to the how and why. Researchers and students of communication,
politics, media, and law will find this an invaluable intervention.
Digital Religion offers a critical and systematic survey of the study of religion and new media. It
covers religious engagement with a wide range of new media forms and highlights examples of new media
engagement in all five of the major world religions. From cell phones and video games to blogs and
Second Life, the book: provides a detailed review of major topics includes a series of case studies to
illustrate and elucidate the thematic explorations considers the theoretical, ethical and theological
issues raised. Drawing together the work of experts from key disciplinary perspectives, Digital
Religion is invaluable for students wanting to develop a deeper understanding of the field.
Today's media landscape is changing faster than ever, and students are experiencing these developments
firsthand. Media & Culture pulls back the curtain on the media and shows students what all these new
trends and developments really mean — giving students the deeper insight and context they need to
become informed media critics. The 2013 Update also includes the must-cover events and trends students
need to know to become informed media consumers and critics — from social media's influence on
political events like the Occupy Wall Street movement and the Arab Spring revolutions and what the News
Corp. phone-hacking scandal means for journalism to the continued growth of television streaming and
apps and the advent of tablet-only newspapers. Read the preface.
1897 and the Clash of Paradigms
Plugged in
Yellow Journalism
Media and Culture
Reimagining the Creative Industries
The Year That Defined American Journalism
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Media and Culture is the groundbreaking introduction to mass communication that uses a unique critical approach and cultural
perspective to help students understand the powerful dynamics of the mass media. Now available in an annual update--this year,
an update of the Third Edition--Media and Culture is the most current text available and remains the best resource for the
introduction to mass communication course.
This lively book focuses on how different Jewish, Muslim, and Christian communities engage with new media. Rather than simply
reject or accept new media, religious communities negotiate complex relationships with these technologies in light of their
history and beliefs. Heidi Campbell suggests a method for studying these processes she calls the "religious-social shaping of
technology" and students are asked to consider four key areas: religious tradition and history; contemporary community values
and priorities; negotiation and innovating technology in light of the community; communal discourses applied to justify use. A
wealth of examples such as the Christian e-vangelism movement, Modern Islamic discourses about computers and the rise of the
Jewish kosher cell phone, demonstrate the dominant strategies which emerge for religious media users, as well as the unique
motivations that guide specific groups.
Rev. ed. of: Media and culture. 2nd ed. c2000. Includes bibliographical references (p. 575-582) and index.
Media & CultureAn Introduction to Mass CommunicationBedford Books
The Handbook of Internet Studies
Studyguide for Media and Culture
CCCS Selected Working Papers
A Brief Introduction
Digital Religion, Social Media, and Culture
Understanding Media

People make media, media takes up two-thirds of our waking hours, media impacts our lives; it is critical to understand how
the media work and why, to grasp the global nature of communication, and to assess media messages to attain media
literacy.The Media of Mass Communication, 11eteaches students to understand how the media work and why. The material
engages students as both consumers and creators of mass media. Students explore the latest media economic, technological,
cultural and political shifts all in historical context. They engage with the coverage of ongoing transformations in mass media
as analysts, examining the various ways in which media impacts the world as they hone their media literacy skills. Praised for
its dynamic writing style, The Media of Mass Communication, 11e helps students see why the media are in such a tumultuous
transition and provides tools for understanding the reshaping of the entire media industry. Personalize
Learning–MyCommunicationLab for Mass Communication delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep
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commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their goals. With tools such as MediaShare (our video upload and
commenting tool), MyOutline, and self-assessments in MyPersonalityProfile, MyCommunicationLab works with students and
instructors to personalize the learning experience and make it more effective. Improve Skill Development and Application–
Pedagogical tools including Study Preview; Chapter Wrap-Up, Review Questions; lists of key concepts, terms and people;
and Media Sources help students understand central concepts and prepare for the course. Additional activities on
MyCommunicationLab.com emphasize skill-building and applications. Engage Students– Introductory vignettes at the
beginning of each chapter provide evocative stories that illustrate important issues about the mass media and provide colorful
descriptions about people who contributed significantly to the mass media. “Media People” boxes profile key figures in media
industries. New “Media Counterpoints” boxes explore two sides of an issue, presenting the key arguments on controversial
topics and providing critical thinking questions designed to help students determine their own positions on each issue.
Explore Examples of contemporary communication–New “Media Tomorrow” boxesaddress the impact of new technologies
on media as well as the public’s changing media consumption patterns. Topics range from eyetracking tablet users’ media
access to the growth of digital publications and governmental online access policies. Emphasize Learning Outcomes–“Media
Timelines” cast key development in the mass media in a graphic chronology and place media milestones in the larger social
context. To help students establish a greater framework for understanding how issues such as culture, democracy, economy,
and audience fragmentation in the media, interact with each media industry differently and relate to media literacy, each
chapter concludes with a highly visual “Thematic Summary.” Understand Theory and Research — Students also can access
Pearson’s MySearchLab where they can get extensive help on the research process as well as access four databases of
credible and reliable source material (for details, please see www.mysearchlab.com ). MySearchLab also contains an
AutoCite feature that assists students in the creation of a Works Cited document (using APA, MLA, or Chicago formats), as
well as Pearson’s SourceCheck, which encourages students to accurately document and cite their sources. Support
Instructors– A strong supplements package along with activities and assessments in MyCommunicationLab for Mass
Communication. ClassPrep, located within MyCommunicationLab, contains videos, lectures, classroom activities, audio clips,
and more.
Perspectives, Practices, and Futures
Digital Media and Society
Understanding Religious Practice in New Media Worlds
Negotiating Faith in Digital Culture
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